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Many plasma applications could benefit from the versatile plasma source operable at a widepressure-range, e.g., from the fraction of Pa to the super-atmospheric conditions. In this paper, the
basic characteristics of wide-pressure-range plasma source based on the coplanar dielectric barrier
discharge is given. The operational characteristics of this plasma source were measured in nitrogen
at pressures ranging from 101 Pa (resp. 104 Pa) to 105 Pa. Measurements of the plasma geometry,
breakdown voltage, and micro-discharges’ behaviour revealed three operational regimes of this
plasma source: “high pressure,” “transitional” and “low-pressure” with vague boundaries at the
pressures of approx. 10 kPa and 1 kPa. It was found that the plasma layer of coplanar dielectric barrier discharge could be expanded up to several centimetres to the half-space above the planar
dielectric barrier when the gas pressure is reduced below 1 kPa, which provides an outstanding
space to tailor the source for the specific applications. The proposed model of an effective gap distance in the Paschen breakdown criterion enabled us to explain the discharge behaviour fitting the
experimental breakdown voltage data in the whole studied pressure range. Under the filamentforming conditions, i.e., at the pressure range from approx. 1–100 kPa, the active plasma volume
could be varied through the micro-discharges’ lateral thickness scaling with the inverse of the
square-root of the gas pressure. Published by AIP Publishing.
[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4973442]
Up till now, the dielectric barrier discharges1 (DBDs)
were studied preferably at atmospheric pressure conditions
attractive to industrial users in that they avoid the high engineering costs usually associated with vacuum-based plasmas.2–5 At other than under very specific operating conditions
and limited gas compositions,6 atmospheric pressure DBDs
consist of arrays of filamentary or “microstreamer” discharges. However, for most particularly surface treatment
applications, uniform, non-filamentary discharges are more
effective7 and consequently the goal is to avoid plasma filamentation. To optimize the plasma treatment particularly of
porous materials, the scientific interest was turned also to the
properties of DBDs at lower (sub-atmospheric) gas pressures.8
However, there exists a broader potential for the DBD when
operated as the versatile wide-pressure-range (WPR) plasma
source.
Two spatial configurations of DBD have been studied at
sub-atmospheric pressure so far. The first and the most common configuration is volume DBD, which was used for: (i)
basic plasma diagnostics at selected low-pressure values;9–12
(ii) plasma assisted chemical vapour depositions at low-pressures;13 (iii) novel ionization source for mass spectrometry;14
and (iv) textile treatment.8 The second DBD configuration
tested at sub-atmospheric pressure was surface DBD used
for plasma actuators.15,16
To our best knowledge, the DBD in coplanar configuration has not been studied at low-pressure conditions so far
(except for plasma display panels17,18), despite its
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indisputable potential for plasma diagnostics (see, e.g., our
recent work on the residual heat contribution to the “memory
effect”19 or surface charges recombination dynamics20) and
also for the potential in applications, e.g., for plasma cleaning21 or thin film deposition, like atomic layer deposition
(ALD).22–24 Coplanar dielectric barrier discharge (CDBD)
possesses two main beneficial features for these practical
applications: (i) contrary to the volume DBD, an open geometry of CDBD electric field enables the undisturbed view on
the whole process of plasma formation and the discharge
evolution along the solid dielectrics (see, e.g., Ref. 20) and
from the application point of view, this open geometry puts
no constrains on the thickness of treated material; (ii) unlike
surface DBD, CDBD has no bare metal electrodes exposed
to the plasma. Thus the lifetime of CDBD is not limited by
electrode sputtering, and the absence of sputtering allows its
use for scenarios, where the sputtered material could introduce undesired contamination, either in plasma diagnostics,
or in applications.
The construction of common CDBD plasma sources
(e.g., plasma display panels17,18 or ozone generators25)
involves thin insulation dielectric layer and narrow electrode
gaps in the order of 10–100 lm. While such design reduces
the breakdown voltage, it concurrently reduces the amount
of transferred charge, which limits substantially the magnitude of total released energy. Lowering the pressure would
inevitably lead to even more pronounced reduction of deposited power.
A more suitable geometry for the adoption at the widepressure-range (WPR) DBD plasma source is that of the
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so-called Diffuse Coplanar Surface Barrier Discharge
(DCSBD).26 The DCSBD utilizes the extended electrode
gaps of the order of 0.1–1 mm, which increases considerably
the amount of charge transferred and so the energy released.
Wider electrode gaps also enable operation of the plasma
source on the descending (right) branch of the Paschen curve
across the wider pressure range. Although this poses higher
demands on the quality of electrical insulation, it was solved
on the laboratory scale at the moment, giving room for testing emerging applications. Resulting WPR-CDBD consisted
of three electrode pairs embedded in glass–ceramic dielectrics. The electrodes of 45 mm length and 1.5 mm thickness
were formed into an “inter-digital transducer (IDT)” pattern
with inter-electrode distance of 1 mm. The electrode length
and the number of electrode pairs were chosen to form a
compact, yet full-featured, plasma source suitable for plasma
diagnostics.
To study its performance and characteristics at reduced
pressures, the WPR-CDBD was mounted in the vacuum
chamber made of a glass cylinder with quartz glass window
mounted on top of the chamber (“top-view”). Vacuum bushings for high-voltage (HV) cables and water cooling system
were mounted onto the bottom of the chamber. Vacuum conditions were maintained using Scroll pump. The chamber
pressure was measured using resistive (Pirani) and capacitive
(Baratron) gauges. Working gas pressure was controlled
using a needle valve. The system was evacuated to approx.
10 Pa and flushed with nitrogen (purity 99.999%) several
times prior the measurements. For tests down to 104 Pa, the
stainless steel vacuum chamber with two-stage turbomolecular/Scroll pumps was used, but this system did not allow to
settle the fixed gas pressure in the chamber, and the presence
of the grounded chamber surface changes the discharge conditions considerably. Therefore the results for pressures
below 30 Pa are not presented here.
The schematic of the whole experimental setup is shown in
Figure 1. The custom-made tunable high-voltage (HV) generator was used. The generator output HV of sine waveform. In the
present study, a frequency of 40 kHz was used. The arbitrary
function generator Agilent 33220A was used as the reference
clock signal for HV generator and, simultaneously, as the triggering signal for intensified CCD (ICCD) camera. This enabled
us to take the phase-locked images of the discharge pattern with
respect to the current waveform of the discharge.
The phase-locked imaging was performed using ICCD
camera sensitive in the range from 200 to 900 nm and
equipped with macro lens (Princeton Instruments PI-MAX3

FIG. 1. Top-view of IDT electrodes geometry of WPR-CDBD (left); whole
experimental set-up (right).
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1024i-SR-46; SIGMA 105 mm 1:2.8 DG MACRO EX).
Discharge patterns of single or half-period of the discharge
were captured. Dimensions of the plasma layer were investigated using cross-imaging of the discharge pattern in top and
side view using synchronized DSLR cameras (Nikon N80/
SIGMA 105 mm 1:2.8 DG MACRO EX and N5100/
NIKKOR 50 mm f/1.8D AF). Micrometric positioning plate
(Manfrotto 454) was used to focus on the plasma layer from
the top-view.
The WPR-CDBD plasma source was studied in the
working gas pressure from 30 Pa up to 0.13 MPa, but the
operability was tested down to 104 Pa, i.e., in nearly 9
orders of magnitude of working gas pressure. The breakdown voltage, plasma dimensions, and micro-discharges’
(MDs) behaviour were investigated as a function of the gas
pressure.
Three “pressure” regimes of the WPR-CDBD were identified, according to the discharge parameters and behaviour:
(a) the “high-pressure”; (b) “transitional” and (c) “lowpressure” regimes. The appearance of discharge in these
regimes is shown in Figure 2. “High-pressure” regime represents the appearance of WPR-CDBD at atmospheric and
super-atmospheric pressures. At “high-pressure” regime, the
discharge consisted of numerous thin micro-discharges (MDs)
branched above electrodes and burning at the nanosecond
time scale forming a sub-millimetre thin plasma layer. This is
a typical operation regime for standard DBD.27
When the pressure was decreased bellow approx.
10–20 kPa, the “transitional” regime occurred. Even though
the individual MDs were still present in the discharge volume, their appearance changed considerably. They formed
wide diffuse structures above electrodes with no branching.
However, the plasma layer thickness did not change considerably, being still at the sub-millimetre range.
When the gas pressure was reduced below approx.
1 kPa, the character of WPR-CDBD had changed completely
and the discharge entered its “low-pressure” regime of operation. At the “low-pressure” regime, the discharge expanded

FIG. 2. Images of plasma in (a) “high-pressure”; (b) “transitional” and (c)
“low-pressure” regime shown from two directions: The side-view (top
images) represents the view on the discharge from the perspective parallel to
the dielectric plate. The position of the dielectrics-gas boundary (orange
dashed line) together with the position of the electrodes under the dielectric
surface (orange rectangles) are given. The vertical plasma shape (“arching”)
is highlighted using red color. The top-view (bottom images) represents the
view on the discharge from the perspective perpendicular to the dielectric
plate. The position of the electrodes under the surface of the dielectrics are
given in contours (orange dash lines). The scale bar representing 20 mm distance is given for comparison. (Contrast was enhanced for better visibility of
plasma structures.)
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to the half-space above the dielectric barrier. The sharply
defined individual MDs were substituted by enlarging
“glow” areas on the surface of dielectric barrier above the
energizing electrodes. In the gas volume, the clearly visible
plasma “plume” had developed at pressures around
50–100 Pa and vanished again at pressures below 50 Pa.
The working gas pressure is closely connected with the
breakdown voltage and total energy released. In the classical
theory of direct-current low-pressure discharge, this dependency is described by the Paschen law, which states the similarity law between the breakdown voltage Ub and the
product of the pressure and the gap distance pd
Ub ¼

Bpd
;
lnð Apd Þ  lnðlnð1 þ 1=cse ÞÞ

(1)

where A, B, and cse and are constants depending on gas composition and surface properties of electrodes or dielectric
barriers.
Derivation of the Paschen law assumed a parallel plate
geometry of discharge electrodes, which differs from our
WPR-CDBD system. Therefore some adaptation to our geometry was necessary. Simple 2D electrostatic calculations
showed that when the external voltage is applied to the WPRCDBD electrode system, the electric field lines are “arched” in
the gas above the dielectric plate (i.e., above the gaps formed
by electrode pairs).28 Thus the inter-electrode part of WPRCDBD discharge is not formed directly at the surface of the
dielectrics, but it is pushed to the half-space above the dielectric surface making it visually “arched” (see Figure 2). With
decreasing pressure, the plasma layer “arching” becomes more
pronounced. Finally in the “low-pressure” regime of operation,
the plasma boundary becomes blurred and the plasma “plume”
with diffusive boundary appears (compare the regimes in
Figure 2). Experimentally observed vertical thickness of the
plasma layer with respect to the working gas pressure is shown
in Figure 3. Data of vertical thickness were estimated using
2% of the most luminous pixels from the side-view discharge
photographs (see Figure 2). The vertical thickness of the
plasma layer at pressure p could be approximated by empirical
formula
f ðpÞ ¼ a=p þ b;

(2)

FIG. 3. Vertical thickness of the plasma layer as a function of pressure.
Points represent the experimental data and the line is a formula f(p) ¼ a/
p þ b fitted with parameters a ¼ 0.61 mPa and b ¼ 3.0  104 m.

with a ¼ 0.61 mPa and b ¼ 3.0  104 m.
This allowed us to define an effective gap distance deff
being proportional to the length of the arched plasma layer.
The effective gap distance deff was then used instead of d in
the Paschen law (1). The length of the plasma layer can be
approximated by arc length of parabola with maximum at
the vertical thickness of plasma layer f(p) and intersecting
electrode edges separated by distance 2n as
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
deff ð pÞ / n2 þ 4f 2 ð pÞ
0qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1
2
2 p þ 2f p
2
þ
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n
ð Þ
ð ÞC
n
B
(3)
ln@qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
þ
A;
4f ð pÞ
2
n þ 4f 2 ð pÞ  2f ð pÞ
with n ¼ 0.5 mm corresponding to the half distance between
the electrode edges that are fully immersed in the dielectrics,
f(p) is given by (2).
Figure 4 shows the measured experimental data for
breakdown voltages as a function of the working gas pressure together with the model
Ub ¼

a p deff ð pÞ

;
ln b p deff ð pÞ

(4)

with a ¼ 421 V Pa1 m1 and b ¼ 5.96 Pa1 m1. The standard Paschen’s law form of (1) is shown as well for which
the breakdown voltage diverges at pressures below 400 Pa.
The vertical thickness of the WPR-CDBD plasma layer
(see Figure 3) is an important parameter for its intended
applications. It can be seen that with the decrease of gas
pressure, the thickness of plasma layer remained unchanged
until the pressure of approx. 1 kPa had been reached. Then a
steep increase of the thickness occurred. Experimental observations showed that the WPR-CDBD plasma layer started
expanding to the half-space above the dielectric at the gas
pressure below 200 Pa, losing its sharp vertical boundaries at
pressure below 50 Pa (glow light in the whole chamber
above the dielectrics).
The behaviour of individual MDs was investigated by
ICCD imaging of single half-period at higher optical magnification. Their appearances at different gas pressures are shown
in Figure 5. Sharp and branched discrete MDs were formed
when the pressure is higher than 10–20 kPa; creating a thin,
constricted channel as the streamer theory predicts.29 When
the gas pressure drops below approx. 10–20 kPa, the MDs’
channels became wider and transformed from branched into
the diffuse form, spreading along the electrodes. As the pressure decreased below approx. 1 kPa, the MDs became blurry
and finally (if the input power was high enough) a continuous
layer of plasma developed above the electrodes with pronounced high-intensity zones above the energizing electrodes
resembling the cathode spots of low-pressure glow discharge.
Observed lateral structure of individual MDs (shown in
Figure 5) allowed us to establish the dependence of MD
diameter on gas pressure, see Figure 6. Two individual MDs
produced during two consecutive half-periods of input HV
were averaged (both reusing the same discharge path30). The
diameter of MD was taken as the lateral thickness of the
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FIG. 4. Breakdown voltages as a function of the working gas pressure:
experimental data (red points); breakdown voltages modelled by (4) (blue
line); standard Paschen’s law (1) (green line).

FIG. 5. ICCD images of individual MD with respect to the working gas
pressure. Images taken in single half-period of the discharge. Polarity and
edges of electrodes are labelled A (anode), C (cathode).

luminous channel (filament) at the half distance between
electrode edges. The experimental data of MDs’ diameter
can be approximated by the power law formula
f ðpÞ ¼ a  pb ;

(5)

with a ¼ 4.5  102 m and b ¼ 0.50. Based on the experimental data, we could conclude that the diameter of MD
channel is inversely proportional to the square-root of pressure for the studied WPR-CDBD in the pressure range of
1–100 kPa. When we compared this result to the data in literature,8,31–33 we have found that while the scaling factor for
the diameter of streamers in free-space geometry (i.e., in volume DBD), is inversely proportional to the first power of
pressure (or gas density) (see Refs. 31 and 32), there is a
numerical model in Ref. 33 for the radius of discharge channel in volume DBD configuration based on the electron drift
(diffusion) in radial direction that estimates the radius of MD
channel to be inversely proportional to the square-root of
pressure and directly proportional to the square-root of air

gap (electrode gap). The measured pressure dependence of
MDs’ diameter in WPR-CDBD agrees well with the formula
in Ref. 33, proposed for volume DBD in air, taking into
account the fact, that the measured WPR-CDBD discharge
thickness in the pressure range of 1–100 kPa remains practically the same (see Figure 6) and thus we can assume the
effective discharge gap to be close to the (fixed) electrode
gap. Our results are qualitatively the same as those reported
in Ref. 8 for volume DBD with the gas gap of 8 mm,
although the measured data of the dependence of MD’s
diameter on the gas pressure are not given there to enable the
direct comparison.
We can conclude, that a versatile wide-pressure-range
plasma source based on coplanar dielectric barrier discharge
(WPR-CDBD) was designed, and it proved its operability at
the pressure range from mPa to MPa, without any design
modification or ignition helpers, which is beneficiary not only
from the point of view of plasma diagnostics and simulation,
but also from the point of view of the prospective applications. The results of plasma diagnostics were given in the
range from 101 Pa to 105 Pa, i.e., in the span of more than 4
orders of pressure magnitude. As the pressure decreases, the
WPR-CDBD transits from filamentary regime with a thin
layer of individual micro-discharges to the diffuse “glowlike” regime of thick plasma layer with luminous zones on the
dielectric above electrodes (cathode spots). The thickness of
plasma layer can be easily manipulated from some 100 lm up
to several centimetres only by the change of the gas pressure.
Finally the discharge can be triggered on timescale from milliseconds up, enabling a precise modulation of the plasma for
diagnostics and also for the intended plasma treatment applications of presented WPR-CDBD plasma source, which are
beyond the scope of the presented paper. To name at least one
particular and very interesting application of the WPR-CDBD
plasma source, we could mention the application of WPRCDBD as the plasma decontaminator of vacuum chambers of
the Scanning Electron Microscope, which has been already
successfully investigated and where the pressure–distance
operational conditions could be easily tailored for the best
contamination removal effects (see Ref. 34).
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